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Abstract: The phase noise of an oscillator with a thin-film barium strontium titanate (BST)
capacitive tuning element, or varactor, is characterised and benchmarked against the same
oscillator with a silicon semiconductor junction varactor. Phase noise tracks closely with varactor Q
within a specific voltage range as expected. Compared to the semiconductor varactor-based
oscillator, the BST-based oscillator demonstrates reduced phase noise degradation near zero volts,
but greater phase noise degradation when operated near breakdown.

1 Introduction

Tunable resonator design encompasses careful selection of
device technology and circuit topology, and is paramount
in realising voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) with low
phase noise. This is particularly so with power oscillators,
such as an MOPA (master oscillator power amplifier).
MOPAs should permit cost-effective transmitters that
minimise frequency translation circuits and do not require
separate power amplifiers to realise high power sources. The
necessary provision of wide tuning range and low phase
noise dictates a tunable resonator that supports large peak
RF power with low Q reduction and low modulation effects
due to capacitance nonlinearity. A combination of active
device selection and resonator tapping (with appropriate
impedance transformation) mitigates the power handling
requirements of the resonator. However, to achieve
frequency tuning of an octave or greater while also
supporting the development of large signal levels, significant
coupling to the resonator is needed. This in turn requires
a tuning element that supports a large RF voltage swing.
The technique of stacking junction varactors using a com-
bination of series back-to-back and parallel combinations
of diodes is one approach to addressing this problem [1].
This leads to a rapidly increasing number of diodes with
associated parasitic and manufacturability concerns. This
technique does, however, successfully reduce diode-related
distortion, reduces the potential for rectification and
significantly increases the effective AC breakdown voltage.
Consequently large RF swings can be supported.

In this paper we explore the potential of high-power
VCOs employing barium strontium titanate (BST). BST

is a ferroelectric material that has a large electric-field-
dependent permittivity and simultaneously can have low
dielectric loss. It has been used in the past to construct
voltage-tunable capacitors used as tuning elements in
tunable filters, small-signal VCOs, phase shifters and delay
lines [2–6]. The capacitance tuning mechanism with a BST
varactor derives from strong field dependence of the
dielectric polarisability, whereas a semiconductor varactor
utilises variable space charge depletion. The characteristics
of oscillators using these two types of varactors can be
expected to be different in terms of tuning voltage, tuning
linearity, breakdown voltage and noise effects.

The BST varactor was fabricated using a metal organic
chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) process [7] achiev-
ing a nominal Q of 32 at zero volt bias measured at
10MHz. The BST thin film was deposited on Si/SiO2/Pt
and had platinum (Pt) top electrodes, which were patterned
using the standard image reversal process [8].

Two 50-MHz VCOs were constructed that were identical
except that one used a semiconductor junction varactor and
the other a BST varactor. In addition, a lower frequency
11-MHz oscillator developing a high peak RF resonator
voltage was investigated. Tuning range and phase noise
characteristics of the VCOs are explored here. This work
report is a feasibility study for microwave and millimetre-
wave MOPAs.

2 Oscillator characteristics

The two most important performance parameters for
varactor-based MOPAs are the tuning range and phase
noise, both of which are affected by a large RF voltage
swing across the varactor. The tuning range is determined
largely by the ratio of the maximum to the minimum
varactor capacitances and is reduced by parasitics. The
tuning range for VCOs with BST and junction semicon-
ductor varactors is further reduced by excess phase noise
generated at large bias voltages where breakdown occurs. In
addition semiconductor varactors experience forward con-
duction, which also results in high excess shot noise. Thus,
the sum of the DC tuning voltage and the RF peak voltage
must be limited. Another concern is the reduction of
varactor Q as the varactor is tuned. Leeson [9] showed that
for a feedback oscillator, phase noise and Q are related such
that phase noise is inversely proportional to Q2. Typically it
is the reduction in Q that determines tuning voltage
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constraints, as this tends to be the more important limit, but
even so the excess phase noise that occurs at breakdown
and forward conduction can limit tuning range.

3 Varactor tuning range

The purpose of this Section is to quantifiably relate the
phase noise impairments described above to the tuning
range of a varactor. Key parameters are the tank (the circuit
without the varactor) Q, the minimum varactor Q; and the
ratio of the minimum to the maximum varactor capaci-
tances as limited by shot noise considerations.

3.1 Non-degraded tuning range
In this Section we develop an expression for the tuning
range in terms of the capacitance of the tank circuit and the
maximum and minimum varactor capacitance. We begin by
defining the capacitance tuning range

a � CV 0=CVB ð1Þ
as the ratio of the maximum capacitance CV 0 (we take this
as being at zero volts for both the junction and BST
varactors) and the minimum capacitance CVB at or near
breakdown occurring at voltage VB. It is particularly
convenient to introduce a as it is a common data sheet
specification for a varactor. The parameter a is fixed by
varactor capacitance against voltage profile. For a semi-
conductor varactor a is in the range 2–14 for varactors with
linearly-graded to hyper-abrupt junctions. However, semi-
conductor varactors with higher a have lower breakdown
voltages and higher nonlinearity resulting in higher
harmonic content. A low-loss BST varactor has an a in
the range 1.4–3, but this is partly compensated by the ability
to extend varactor tuning to zero volt bias as Q is not
reduced by conduction as is the case with a junction
varactor. So overall the choice of varactor and circuit
conditions involves complex design trade-offs.

In this work, operation of the varactor is significantly
below the frequency where ferroelectric losses contribute.
Most significant loss is resistive loss of the metal
interconnect, bond wire and package lead frame. Therefore,
the unloaded Q of the varactor QV is introduced by
modelling the varactor as a capacitor CV with a frequency-
independent series resistance RS so that QV ¼ 1= oCV RSð Þ.
When the varactor is operated well below self-resonance,
this model is known to be suitable for junction varactors
and also fits the experimental data for BST varactors.
The minimum Q, QVM, of BST and junction varactors
occurs at maximum CV near zero volts bias so that
QVM ¼ 1= oV�0CV 0RSð Þ. Then the varactor Q at bias
voltage V is

QV ðV Þ ¼ QVM
CV 0

CV
ð2Þ

The next stage in the development is to incorporate the
effects of the resonator, active device feedback network and
parasitics. This first requires transformation of the compo-
site network, Fig. 1a, into its parallel form, Fig. 1b, with

RP ¼ RS Q2
V þ 1

� �
andCVP ¼

CVS

1þ 1=Q2
V

� � ð3Þ

With Q � Q2
VM�1 and replacing QV in (3) using (2) this

becomes

CVP � CVS ¼ CV andRP ¼ RSQ2
VM CV 0=CVð Þ2 ð4Þ

The effect of the tank circuit connected to the varactor is
incorporated by including its Q and resonant frequency.
The parallel circuit of Fig. 1b without the varactor has

radian resonant frequency o0 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p

and Q

Q0 ¼ o0CR ð5Þ
We will utilise this Q in Section 3.3. With the varactor, the

resonant frequency o0V ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L C þ CVPð Þ

p
and this can be

varied fromo1 to o2 o24o1ð Þ by tuning the varactor from
zero volt bias to VB so that

o1 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L C þ CV 0ð Þ

p
and o2 ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L C þ CVBð Þ

p
ð6Þ

This leads to the resonator tuning range w defined as

w ¼ o2 � o1ð Þ=o1 ð7Þ
which becomes

w ¼ C
CVB
þ a

� �
C

CVB
þ 1

� ��� �1=2
�1 ð8Þ

3.2 Effect of shot noise degradation
The tuning range derived above is reduced when excess shot
noise is considered. In practice, a semiconductor varactor is
not biased at zero volts because of the excess shot noise
resulting when the RF swing drives the varactor into
forward conduction. This effect does not occur with BST
varactors, but the effective capacitance at zero volts
is reduced by the RF voltage swing. The effect on the
tuning capacitance achieved at low bias is captured by the
parameter e1 so that the effective maximum capacitance is

ĈV 0 ¼ CV 0 � e1. Both the BST and semiconductor var-
actors produce excess phase noise at high bias voltage.
Thus, the effective minimum varactor capacitance is

ĈVB ¼ CVB þ e2. Then the minimum and maximum VCO
tuning frequencies, respectively, are

ô1 ¼ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L C þ ĈV 0

	 
q�
and ô2 ¼ 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L C þ ĈVB
	 
q�

ð9Þ

So the effective normalised tuning variable is now

ŵ ¼ ô2 � ô1ð Þ=ô1 ð10Þ
or

ŵ ¼ C

ĈVB
þ ĈV 0

ĈVB

 !
C

ĈVB
þ 1

� ��" #1=2
�1 ð11Þ

The significance of this expression is that the fractional
frequency tuning range is put in terms of the capacitances
at the extremes of the tuning range plus the capacitance of
the tank circuit. A more convenient form is obtained by
defining the effective varactor tuning capacitance ratio as

â ¼ ĈV 0=ĈVB ð12Þ

Rs
R

R Cvp

Cvs

LL CC
Rp

a b

Fig. 1 Varactor equivalent network representation
a Simplified resonator and active device network with series varactor
resistance Rs

b Transformed equivalent network with all elements in shunt
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and the effective normalised tuning variable becomes

ŵ ¼ C

ĈVB
þ â

� �
C

ĈVB
þ 1

� ��� �1=2
�1 ð13Þ

So ŵ is less than w reduced by the effect of the RF swing and
shot nose considerations when the instantaneous voltage
across the varactor approaches forward conduction (for a
junction varactor) or breakdown (for either a junction and
BST varactor).

3.3 Effect of Q degradation
Phase noise increases as the Q of the VCO resonant circuit
decreases as the varactor is tuned from high bias voltages
to near zero volts. To capture this effect in design, we
introduce a Q degradation factor r ¼ Q0VM=Q0ðo1Þ,
which is the ratio of the minimum circuit Q with the
varactor to the Q of the tank circuit without the varactor. In
design the desired tuning range is specified and whether this
can be achieved is determined by the relationship between
the maximum and minimum Q s of the varactor and the
capacitance of the tank circuit. In this Section, we determine
the Q degradation that must be tolerated in maintaining a
desired tuning range. This is developed in terms of the
minimum varactor Q and the Q of the tank circuit, and the
degradation of Q leads to increased phase noise following
Leesons’ formula.

The tank circuit (without the varactor), the parallel circuit
of Fig. 1b, has the following unloaded Q at resonant
frequency o0:

Q0 ¼ o0CR ð14Þ
With the varactor, the Q of the complete circuit is

Q0V ¼ o0V C þ CVð Þ 1

R
þ 1

RP

� ��1
ð15Þ

at the resonant frequency o0V CVð Þ ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L C þ CVð Þ

p
.

Using (4), (15) becomes

Q0V¼o0V C þ CVð Þ RRSQ2
V

Rþ RSQ2
V

� �
ð16Þ

Now, we introduce the minimum varactor Q QVM : QVM

occurs when the varactor capacitance is maximum, i.e.

CV ¼ ĈVO

QVM ¼
1

o0V RSĈV 0

ð17Þ

while the network Q without the varactor is given by (4)
with o0 ¼ o0V . The ratios of these Q s is a key design
parameter and so we use

q ¼ Q0=QVM ð18Þ
Varactors have limited Q and this is generally much less
than that of the tank circuit (i.e. QVM � Q0 and q� 1).
After some algebra (see the Appendix) the Q degradation
factor is obtained as

r ¼ Q0VM

Q0
¼ qâðŵ2 þ 2ŵÞ

â� ŵ2 þ 2ŵþ 1ð Þ þ 1

� ��1

þ 1

q

â� ŵ2 þ 2ŵþ 1
� �
âq ŵ2 þ 2ŵð Þ þ 1

� ��1
ð19Þ

The importance of r is that phase noise is directly
proportional to 1/r2 in the absence of excess noise sources
(see Leeson [9]). So (19) relates the desired frequency tuning
range ŵ and the design parameter q (describing the tank Q
and varactor Q) to phase noise degradation.

Plots of r are shown in Fig. 2 with q as a running
parameter while â ¼ 2 is fixed (typical of the varactors
considered in this paper). This plot can be used to manage
the complicated trade-off between noise, varactor selection
and tunability [10]. For low phase noise degradation it is
desirable for r to be close to 1. We note that a varactor with
a larger minimum varactor Q (smaller q) and allowable Q
degradation (and so increase in the level of phase noise) will
have an extended tuning range.

4 Results and observations

Two closely matched VCOs operating from 30–60MHz
were designed with the topology shown in Fig. 3. One of the
VCOs used a semiconductor junction varactor and the
other a BST-based varactor. The VCO topology uses a
bipolar current-limited transformer feedback configuration
with the varactor parallel tuned with the resonator. Utilising
the design procedure outlined in the previous Section, the
oscillators were designed to have the same tuning range and
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χ

Fig. 2 Calculated varactor tuning range against Q reduction for
â ¼ 2 and various q
(i) q¼ 5; (ii) q¼ 10; (iii) q¼ 20; (iv) q¼ 50

Vcc
V_tune (C)

Pout(B) (A)

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of the VCO
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oscillator gain or Ko (Hz/V) value. A w value of 0.2 is desired
and using (8) a resonator capacitance is found in terms of
the minimum varactor capacitance near breakdown CVB.
The ŵ value is therefore more appropriate to use and results
in two different values of shunt resonator capacitance for
each varactor type as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. In this
investigation the varactors had a nominal q of 13, from
Fig. 2 a Q reduction factor of 0.18 is expected. To improve
this reduction requires a decrease in q. The optimum
resonator capacitance C with the BST and junction
varactors is in the range 218–135pF. The addition of a
capacitance in series with the varactor effectively increases
the breakdown voltage, decreases q and permits a smaller
resonator capacitance. The combination of the shunt
resonator capacitance, the series coupling capacitance with
the varactor and the resonator inductance permits adjust-
ment of the L/C ratio [11, 12] of the resonator, the tuning
range, and the noise as influenced by the Q degradation
factor r. These component values are determined for a
specific oscillator gain. Thus, the performance of the VCOs
can be equitably compared. The semiconductor and BST-
based varactors had a capacitance tuning range a of nearly
three. This degraded to an effective value of approximately
two when the RF swing was taken into account. The
semiconductor varactor was linearly graded with a
capacitance index of nonlinearity approximating 0.35–0.39
over the full tuning range. This capacitance nonlinearity is
only moderately nonlinear and so AM–PM conversion
effects, which lead to increased phase noise, are expected to
be small [13]. The breakdown voltage of the semiconductor
varactor is 40V. The BST varactor was previously reported
in [8] and is of metal–insulator–metal (MIM) type and its
breakdown voltage was 10V. The capacitance and Q
against tuning voltage of the BST-based varactor measured
at 50MHz is shown in Fig. 4. The varactor Q against
frequency at a fixed reverse bias of 4 volts is calculated from
the measured reactance and resistance against frequency
(shown in Fig. 11). (Capacitance and Q were measured on a
Hewlett Packard Model 4191A impedance analyser.)

4.1 VCO operation
The measured frequency tuning curves of the VCOs are
shown in Fig. 5. As designed, the two VCOs have almost

the same tuning range. One notable difference in the tuning
characteristics is the nearly linear tuning curve of the BST-
based VCO. Apart from tuning range, the most important
characteristic of a VCO is phase noise. Oscillator phase
noise is a single-sided power spectral density of phase
fluctuation and for this work measurements were performed
using an Agilent Model 4352B Signal Analyzer test set.
During noise measurements the circuits were operated on
battery and shielded to eliminate extraneous sources of
noise. Single-sided phase noise measurements were taken
at offset frequencies of 100Hz–1MHz, while spot noise
measurements were taken at 1 and 10kHz. The single-
sided noise power spectra of the junction-varactor VCO
operating in normal mode (mid-tuning range), at 0V bias,
and near reverse breakdown are shown in Fig. 6. The BST
varactor VCO single-sided phase noise is shown in Fig. 7
under similar conditions. The phase noise responses of the
two VCOs have different characteristics which can be
interpreted in terms of Q variation, nonlinear effects and
excess shot noise. In this Section we will focus on the overall
noise characteristics and in the next Section we will address
the phase noise slope characteristics.

In Fig. 6 the phase noise of the junction VCO is seen to
be a strong function of tuning voltage. Curve (iii) in Fig. 6
corresponds to operating near reverse breakdown, where
excess phase noise results, leading to significantly higher
phase noise than when the varactor is biased away from
breakdown. At 0V bias, curve (ii) in Fig. 6, the excess
phase noise that comes with forward conduction is seen to
increase phase noise. In contrast, excess phase noise at 0V
bias is not seen with the BST-based VCO, see curve (i) in
Fig. 7, since there is no forward conduction.

It was observed that phase noise degradation occurred at
a tuning voltage of 1V and below for the semiconductor
varactor-based VCO. This is attributed to the RF voltage
across the varactor adding to the DC tuning voltage and
resulting in conduction during part of the cycle. This is a
condition likely to occur with MOPAs. Note that the
topology was chosen in part because a much larger voltage
swing of 90V peak-to-peak is developed across the
resonator, see Fig. 8, than across the varactors, see Figs. 9
and 10, to minimise nonlinear effects.
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The oscillator phase noise in the tuning voltage region
V0oVToVB is partially dependent on resonator Q and
should match the varactor loss trends in Figs. 4 and 11. In
this region, Leeson [9] predicts an oscillator phase noise

L fmð Þ proportional to oo=2Qð Þ2. For the BST-based VCO,
the correlation of the oscillator noise with Q is very good for
tuning voltages between 1–6V. In particular, the agreement
based on Q ratio alone is better than 2dB over this range,
see Fig. 12. Significant departure occurs above 6V as BST
breakdown is approached. Above 6V tuning voltage, the
phase noise increases rapidly as the BST breakdown voltage

is approached, curve (ii) in Fig. 12. Rapidly increased phase
noise is seen in Fig. 13 for the junction varactor-based
VCO. In addition forward-bias conduction in the junction
varactor also contributes to phase noise degradation. This
can be seen by contrasting curves (i) and (ii) in Fig. 6.
The phase noise at 6V bias, curve (i), corresponds to the
no-conduction condition, but curve (ii), the phase noise
at 0V bias, has excess noise resulting from shot noise. The
corresponding results for the BST varactor, the super-
imposed curves (i) in Fig. 7 show no difference between the
zero-bias condition and moderately-biased (3V) conditions.

The above discussions are supported by the measured
resonator and varactor voltages reported in Figs. 8–10 and
obtained using high impedance probes. The resonator
voltages for both the BST and junction varactor-based
VCOs were 90V peak-to-peak and are shown in Fig. 8. The
voltages are identical as circuit conditions were adjusted to
achieve this. The voltage across the junction varactor is
shown in Fig. 9, where it is clear that the varactor voltage is
limited by forward conduction to 0.7V. There is clearly
significant harmonic content. The voltage across the BST
varactor (at 0V bias) is shown in Fig. 10 and there is little
harmonic content. Spectrum analysis of the VCO output
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also showed the harmonic content of the BST-based
oscillator to be much less than that with the junction
varactor [8].

4.2 Phase noise slope
The phase noise plots of Figs. 6 and 7 describe the oscillator
condition at 0V, in the mid tuning range, and near
breakdown. In the mid tuning range (curve (i) in Fig. 6
for the junction-varactor-based VCO and curve (i) in Fig. 7
for the BST-varactor-based VCO) there should be no excess
shot noise from forward conduction or reverse breakdown.
Indeed the phase noise slope with respect to frequency tracks
that expected of an oscillator. The classic theory for a
low Q resonator is that close to the carrier frequency, flicker
noise dominates and the phase noise will have a slope of
�30dB/decade (i.e. a 1=f 3

m dependence). At what is known
as the oscillator corner frequency, the slope changes to

�20dB/decade (i.e. there is a 1=f 2
m dependence). Eventually

at frequencies further from the carrier the noise floor
dominates. This characteristic is seen for both VCO types,
see Figs. 6 and 7, and for both VCOs biased in the mid
tuning region the corner frequency is approximately 1kHz.
When shot noise becomes significant the characteristic
changes. First consider the junction-varactor-based VCO.
At 0V tuning the sum of the DC voltage and the RF peak
voltage will lead to forward conduction at least for part of
the RF cycle. This results in excess phase noise as seen in
curve (ii) in Fig. 6. As reverse breakdown is approached
avalanche noise dominates, see curve (iii) in Fig. 6. The
slope of the phase noise above the noise floor is �20dB/
decade over the whole range and flicker noise is not evident.
With the BST-varactor-based VCO the phase noise at 0V
bias is identical to that in the mid tuning range, curve (i) in
Fig. 7, as there is no shot noise at maximum capacitance.
However, there is an increase in shot noise at high bias when
the BST varactor enters the avalanche regime during part of
the RF swing. Curiously the slope of the phase noise is
�40dB/decade (i.e. a 1=f 4

m dependence) close into the carrier.

5 Conclusions

Two voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) based on junc-
tion semiconductor and BST varactors were contrasted.
The development of design formulas for the oscillator
tuning range enabled near optimum and closely matched
VCOs to be designed leading to a fair comparison of the
two technologies. This work showed that a VCO utilising
a BST varactor is viable with interesting phase noise
characteristics. In particular the absence of excess shot noise
at maximum capacitance tuning (since there is no forward
conduction) makes it a particular attractive component for
a master oscillator power amplifier or MOPA.
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8 Appendix

The aim here is to develop a Q reduction factor Q0VM=Q0

in terms of the varactor capacitance tuning range â (12)
the normalised frequency tuning variable ŵ (13) and the q
factor (18). The development begins by expanding (13) in
terms of the resistance ratio R/RS and noting that
R=RS ¼ Q0QV CV =C. In the same step we use the relation
that the Q of the tank circuit is Q0 ¼ o0V RC at the resonant
frequency, o0V of the varactor-loaded tank circuit. This

results in

Q0V ¼
Q0

1þ Q0CV

QV C

þ Q0 QV =Q0ð Þ

1þ QV C
Q0CV

ð20Þ

The minimum value of this Q0VM occurs when the varactor
Q is minimum, i.e. QV ¼ Q0VM , which corresponds to
maximum varactor capacitance, i.e. CV ¼ CVM . Thus

Q0VM ¼
Q0

1þ Q0ĈV 0

QVM C

þ Q0 QVM=Q0ð Þ

1þ QVM C

Q0ĈV 0

ð21Þ

Introducing the effective varactor capacitance tuning factor

â ¼ ĈV 0=ĈVB results in

Q0VM ¼
Q0

1þ aQ0ĈVB

QVM C

þ Q0 QVM=Q0ð Þ

1þ QVM C

aQ0ĈVB

ð22Þ

The next step is to remove specific reference to capacitance
values and instead introduce the normalised tuning variable
ŵ. Upon rearrangement and using â (8) becomes

ŵþ 1ð Þ2¼ C=ĈVB þ â

C=ĈVB þ 1
ð23Þ

Rearranging again we obtain

C

ĈVB
¼

â� ŵ2 þ 2ŵþ 1
� �
ŵ2 þ 2ŵ

ð24Þ

Now we introduce the concept of a Q loading factor q �
Q0=QVM as the ratio of the Q of the tank circuit to the
minimum varactor Q (as measured at o0V). Consequently,
we can write the Q degradation factor as

r ¼ Q0VM

Q0
¼ qâðŵ2 þ 2ŵÞ

â� ŵ2 þ 2ŵþ 1ð Þ þ 1

� ��1

þ 1

q

â� ŵ2 þ 2ŵþ 1
� �
âq ŵ2 þ 2ŵð Þ þ 1

� ��1
ð25Þ

This is the ratio of the minimum Q Q0VMð Þ of the tank
circuit with the varactor to the Q (Q0) without the varactor
for a specified normalised frequency tuning factor ŵ, and
available capacitance tuning range â. The factor q is a
design parameter. Q0VM=Q0 determines phase noise degra-
dation through Leeson’s formula and so r is an important
parameter in design.
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